Clean Ticket Operating
Manual
What the customers really want

Although the Internet has taken a lot of readers and advertising from them,
publishers still well know how much the public cares about what they do. And likewise,
talented individuals, sensing their gratitude, reach the same conclusions.
Traditionally, a printed publication could be sold one edition at a time, the "single
copy", or for a longer period, the "subscription". But why not offer a single copy, or even,
a single story, online? Perhaps the largest market segment of all is the people who really
only want one (or two) things from you.
Our Clean Ticket is like a gift card, for all participating publications. And using Clean
Tickets, readers have a way to make a (one-time) gratuity to the content creators. It's
for desktop or smart phone, and no app required. Nor are there
any programs for you to download and maintain.
What customers want, they want promptly, reliably, and
without unnecessary complications. For Clean Tickets, a single
sign-on is all that's needed. Items of content can be free or
paid. A simple click will switch between English and Spanish.
Articles can be: saved as plain text, adjusted for typesetting,
viewed online, or narrated. You only sign in once, and you can remain anonymous.
Content is conveniently syndicated among bureaus.
But remember, anyone who knows your code can use your ticket. And since
ticket holders can remain anonymous, there can be no refunds. Note: if your ticket
has not been used for 24 months, it becomes a "lost ticket"; any money remaining on it
is forfeit, and the ticket is extinguished.
It's fun to spend money when you don't have to worry about it, and prices like these
make people feel rich. We can sell at the lowest price of anything else in the whole
economy – two cents !
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Understand the Basics

The Clean Ticket Company creates value for periodicals by selling individual stories,
or single are like gift cards. They have a short code, and usually, a monetary balance.
The publisher sets the price and retains all rights deriving from the content.
Customers log in just once, and gain access to any site displaying the Clean
Ticket Logo. Customers without a ticket can still enjoy the previews.
Purchase by clicking the price tag. Prices are: two cents, a nickel, a dime, a
quarter, a half-dollar, a dollar, or $2.00. Publishers offer their content in "TICKET
WINDOWS", which preview the content. The weekly cost for this is from $1 to $6,
depending on the sales price, or 50¢ if free. For example, the weekly charge for a two
cent ticket is $2, or for a $2.00 ticket is a dime. Charges are
based on the highest price shown during the week. Windows
for free content costs 50 cents a week.
All of a publication's ticket windows appear on its "Start
Page". Rotating previews appear on the Start Page, or
stand-alone previews appear on any web site (the "SUPER TICKET
WINDOWS"). Customers select content with a click, and receive
it in a new browser window. Click its line in the TICKET REPORT to
obtain previously acquired content again.
Reporters have a freer hand when their publishers are not wholly dependent on
advertising. But the audience for paid editorial is more valuable to advertisers than free
editorial. And our innovative program presents advertising in a way that is immune to
ad blockers.

Bureaus

If it sells Clean Tickets, a newspaper, magazine, any type of periodical publication,
a publisher of catalogues or academic subjects, or an
individual person, is called a "bureau". Participation is by
invitation only. A bureau has a three-character PREFIX
recognized by the Clean Ticket Company, and each
ticket it creates has that prefix. Each ticket has a monetary
balance (or zero).
Tickets have a seven-character code: the bureau
prefix and a random 4-character TICKET CODE. To help
you remember your ticket code, little pictures appear
when you first buy it or log in. And there’s a BUREAU ICON
to remind you of that.
Use Ticket Window #1 to buy a new ticket, or add money to one. Prices of items for
sale start at two cents. Logging in costs one cent. The highest price is $2, but whole
editions can be sold for any price.
There are also "$1" tickets, which start with a one
dollar balance. These are logged in by selecting the
prefix with a "$1" button.
Use Ticket Window #9 to check your funds remaining,
view the Ticket Report, or logout.

Start Pages

(fast or slow).

Each item of content has a PREVIEW, consisting of a
short text, and usually, a little picture. Media files can play
a short excerpt on rollover. The START PAGE shows
previews with a long scroll that advances automatically,
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A thin line containing abbreviations that further describe the content appears

below a ticket window. For example, "RR" means a slide show is included.
Each ticket window has a badge number, and paid content items have a price
tag. There is also a 3-digit number called the "SPOT". The spot is the ordinal day of year
the it first went online.
At the top of a Start Page are controls for how it works. The red and green arrows
can show ticket windows, or use the automatic scroll (fast or slow). The question mark is
a help page (in English or Spanish). The Clean logo goes to our home page,
CleanTicketCompany.com. This links to other network participants.
To the right of the flag, beside the bureau prefix, is a drop-down menu of other
bureaus. This links to their content. Click the flag to switch from English to Spanish. The
whole interface is bilingual. The current badge and spot
are shown. The "EXIT" button (if present) typically goes to
your regular home page. The "section" character jumps
to the next section (if any).
A start page can be divided into as many as 6
sections, each with a title. Click the little numbers, if any,
at the top of a Start Page and jump to that section.

The Ticket Report

On Ticket Window #9 of the Start Page, click "REPORT". Acquired content is stored
here. Click the left side of a line to download the content again, or the right side to
make selections using the blue boxes.
Stories can then be exported to a text file, exported with typesetting, printed,
narrated, or deleted. Ticket Reports only store 80 items, so download what you want to
save. On the paper product, or on your web page, the presence of a bureau icon, or
just a badge number, indicates that the full story, or something related to it, can be
found online.

Gratuities and Comments

Readers can show their appreciation for a job well done. For selected items, editors
activate the GRATUITY feature. It appears at the end of purchased content after
entering a comment.
When inspired to do so, those with an active ticket can leave a tip for the reporters,
artists, and musicians who make it all possible. Solicitations can occur at the end of a
text or media file, or in the middle of it. They can exist as pay walls, which prevent
further access, or as simple suggestions, which do not.
controls invoked with a comment select the gratuity amount, if any. Funds are
transferred from the customer's Clean Ticket to a designated bureau Clean Ticket.
Entries appear on the customer's Ticket Report and the editor's Product Sales Report.
Because its easier for the customer, gratuities are one-time-only payments.
After making a gratuity, the reader is offered a chance to revise or add to the
comment. It's possible to send a private message to just the content creator.
Comments are made public at the discretion of Clean Ticket Company.

Slow Connection

If your Internet connection is not the best, you may see sluggish response and
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images that don't load as expected. This is more likely for editors than for customers.
Correct the problem by erasing a previously requested page which your browser
indicates is slow to load.

Part Two, Editor Operations

Editors have four basic screens: Sign-in, Home Page, Badge
Edit, and Submit. The Sign-in Page is where you log on to a
DESK, which may require a password. Editors can only sign-in to
one desk at a time, and badges on one desk are not available
to editors at a different desk.
For podcast type content, there is a PODCAST EDITOR. This
is identical to the stand-alone Podcast Editor which can be
used as "stand-alones", without needing a Start Page.
To begin, have the sound, story, text and pictures ready-to-go, and accessible on
your device. Picture, text and sound editing is mainly done using external programs.

Sign-in Page

Besides having passwords for a desk, the URL of the Sign-in Page itself is a secret. It is
more convenient when desks do not need passwords at all, which is only possible if the
Sign-in page remains secure.
The Administrator's page is also accessed from here. The system can be locked
down, which prevents any editing. If a non-authorized entry appears on the Start Page,
make your corrections, and change the password for one, or for all the desks.
If the words, "Level Two" appear on the Sign-in Page, it means that a previously
planned alternate security procedure is in effect
(such as different passwords).
The Sign-in page URL and the administrative
password can only be changed at the Clean
Ticket Company home office.

The Home Page

Badge numbers appear as a grid on the HOME
PAGE. Each holds one or more items of content.
This is a good way to organize ticket windows
because the geometry of a grid is easy to
remember.
Click a badge, and its title appears above the
grid. You now have the choice of editing it or deselecting it. You only see the rollover
lines when there is no badge selected. Click the blue arrow to edit a badge, or the red
arrow to remove it from the desk. Removing a badge from a desk takes it offline. After
clicking "EDIT", you have a choice of "ARTICLE", "EXT" or "VEND". "Article" means content
presentation using this Clean Ticket interface. "EXT" means simply linking to another
Internet page (external). "VEND" is for the vending machine, a ticket window that offers
multiple items.
The "Transform" button assigns syndicated content to a badge. (Syndication is
described below.)
You may want to designate certain badges for: a desk, a section, a reporter, or for
some other purpose. By simply drawing a box around a group of badges on a printout
of the Home Page grid, anyone can see at a glance that they belong together for
some reason. Grids at the end of this book are provided for this purpose.

Badge Types

Each badge has a 2-digit "badge number" to identify it.
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And there is a second number, the "Spot Number", that says what calendar day it
first went on line. Or if it's not online, "000". The spot numbers are 3-digit numbers
counting from 1 to 365. (Feb. 29 is counted the same as Feb. 28.) A Spot Number has
an unchanging correspondence with a calendar date. For example, spot number 60 is
always March 1. Clicking a price tag will not result in a new charge if the badge and
spot are already in the customer's Ticket Report.
Badges have a color code. When a badge is on the current desk, it has a
blue-colored icon, or if it is on another desk, a gray-colored icon. Editors cannot access
a badge that's on a different desk.
When VEND or EXT type badges are not on any desk (and are therefore available
for your use), they are shown with a red heptagon or a red diamond. But when an
article type badge is not in use, it is shown with a red circle.

Home Page reports

At the bottom of the Home Page grid are buttons for reports. Editors will mainly use
the reports: DESK, LOCATION and SEQUENCE.
When a badge has been submitted, it appears as the top line of the DESK REPORT.
This shows the time of submission, desk, badge, spot, section number if any, short title,
run dates and thin line values. It shows whether the
submission was HOLD, RUN or OFF, which means:
save for later, put online, or take offline. The Desk
Report also shows when a badge is made red (taken
off line).
The ALL DESKS REPORT shows the same fields as
the Desk Report, but for all the desks, and only for badges submitted. Enter the badge
number to the box near the top of the page. Select this month or a prior one. Leave the
badge field blank to see them all.
The LOCATION REPORT shows all badges in badge order number. Look here to see
what desk a badge is on. And by changing the first field on a Location Report line, a
badge (that is on this desk) can be moved to a different desk.
The SEQUENCE REPORT shows all badges that are now online, and in the same
order that they appear on the Start Page.
For better recognition, SEQUENCE NUMBERS have a caret character (^) in front of
them. The Sequence Report also shows how many clicks a badge has had.
On the Sequence report, click the BADGE LINEUP to access controls that select the
color theme (Regular, Alternate or Special), Start Page sequence order, price tags, and
the OK-FRE/P.T.O. button.
The ease of changing sequence numbers allows a grid that presents ticket windows
in an organized way, such as putting the most recent at the start of a section. Or for an
inviting appearance, placing ticket windows with alternating colors.
Badge Lineup is also the easiest way of changing multiple prices.

Syndication

The second row of Home Page buttons is: SYNDICATION,
UPRIGHTS, SUPER TICKET WINDOWS, and PODCASTS.
Bureaus have the ability to SYNDICATE their content, which means
to sell the use of it to other bureaus. Using syndication is an easy way
to increase story count and variety of content. And selling to other
bureaus is a path to new revenue from your own original content. Syndication is also a
way of distributing free samples.
Menu choices are: My Content, Available Content, Purchases, and Sales.
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Syndicated items should show the prefixes of the originating bureau in parentheses,
like this: #123-060 (xyz), on the Purchases and Transfer pages, and on the Thin Line.
To purchase content from another bureau, view its AVAILABLE CONTENT Page.
Content is identified by publication name, prefix, badge, short title, and year.
Available Content shows your (one-time) cost for syndication rights, a suggested
customer price (usually, a minimum price), and the purchase button.
For free or purchased syndicated content, select a badge to receive it, and click
the TRANSFER button (at the top of the Home Page). A list of available syndicated
content is shown. Click the ASSIGN button, and the syndicated content is transferred to
the current badge. The Home Page rollover line is updated. The previous content is
replaced.
Syndicated content can be adapted as desired by the purchaser, but editors are
required to acknowledge the originator of syndicated content. A simple mention in the
preview text may suffice. (NOTE: Re-syndication is prohibited.)
To offer your own content to other bureaus, click the Home Page Syndication
button, and then the MY CONTENT Page. You can only syndicate your own original
content.
The My Content Page shows all the badges of your bureau. Enter the "Regular
Price" and the "Member Price" (in this example, $3). This one-time charge gives the other
bureau the right to use your content.
The Member Price would typically be a reduced charge for publications under
common ownership. Enter the "Minimum Price" which is the minimum customer price, if
any. Or leave the prices as zero.
To erase syndicated content, select it, go to Badge Edit, press "CLEAR", and then
"HOME".
On the Start Page, a period mark appearing at the left end of a ticket window's thin
line means it's available for syndication.
The two reports, "Purchases" and "Sales", have the same design. The month and
year can be selected.
For paid syndication, Clean Ticket Company charges the seller three dollars per
sale. But there is no charge for free syndication.

Moving Content

The My Content Page also provides for moving the contents of one badge to
another badge (both being on your bureau).
On the My Content Page, set the "MOVE" box for the badge you want. The fields
pertaining to syndication disappear. Then on the Home Page, select a badge to
receive the moved content. Use the TRANSFER button, and click MOVE.
Back on the Home Page, you will see
that the content has been moved to the
badge that was selected, and the content
previously there has been cleared.
The reason for moving content is
probably so that badges that share a
common purpose can be grouped together
on the Home Page grid. For example, a
series of stories about the same subject can
be side-by-side.
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Upright Ads

Upright Ads appear three at a time at the right column of a Start Page. They are
also suitable for short editorial content. Podcasts can be offered.
Uprights are a good deal for bureaus. You set your prices and keep most of the
revenue. You only pay a flat fee to us, an amount to be decided, appropriate to
bureau traffic.
For a measure of overall activity, view the Uprights Report. We recommend that ads
be sold on a weekly or monthly basis because that is how we report them. To sell on a
daily schedule, you'll have to keep records by hand.
Uprights appear for about seven seconds in seemingly random order, but none
repeats until all have shown. Sell your own ads for the price you choose, or Clean Ticket
provides house ads that you're welcome to use. They appear in an active slot if the
bureau is not using it. These include promotions for new network bureaus.
Ads have Spanish and English versions. When both versions are present, the current
language choice of the ticket determines which is shown. If only one version is loaded,
it appears for both languages.
The Uprights Page (from the Home Page button) lists a maximum of twenty-five ads
(or editorial items). If the square on the left is blank, the ad is inactive. If black, it's
online, and if it's red, it expires in less than a week.
Click a line to make an Upright current, and load the artwork. Uprights cannot be
scheduled in advance; they go on (or offline) right away. But they can be set to run for
a certain number of weeks.
For links, uprights without hot spots use their whole space as the hot spot. You can
choose one of three actions when an upright is clicked: to jump to another web page,
to use HTML code of your own design (restrictions may apply), or to download a file.
Advertising uses the "NAME" field for the advertiser, and the "ETC" field for the
advertisement. They are 20 characters each. For editorial or house ads, enter the
special word, "hOUSE" at the start of the NAME field. This is so that Clean Ticket
Company will not bill you for this space.
The Uprights Report shows revenue for the selected month. "CSV" is an alternate
format. Each slot shows the number of clicks this month, and the count since initial
placement. Only ads that were online Tuesday morning
appear in the Uprights Report.

Super Ticket Windows
There are two ways to do this: As a Home Page
button, or as a STAND-ALONE program downloaded from
ctpods.com. (Note: the Clean logo). Most downloads
include documentation. Operations are nearly identical
for the stand-alone and bureau versions of The CLEAN
MACHINE SUPER TICKET EDITOR.
Super Ticket Window previews do not play audio
unless clicked (for play or pause). On page load, all
audio is off. It can be a problem if customers selects
multiple, simultaneous audio files.
A bureau presents a slide show of internet content in
a specified rectangle. Each stays on for the same, short
length of time. Each is stored in the “Slot List”, which
determines the sequence of items and assists editors.
Various sizes of the containing rectangle are available.
Text, music, video, a photo slide show, or a podcast can be presented. It’s the
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previews that rotate on a Start Page, and it’s the previews that roll on a Super Ticket
Window. Clicking a price tag stops the rotation, and content is delivered to a new
browser window. (Facility for picture in picture?)
Editors load content the same as for the Uprights. The interface is the same. Each
has a weekly start and stop date (day pass time). A SLOT LIST has 25 max. items. Each
has a badge number, and a monthly click count. There’s separate click counts for
English and Spanish. And the box on the left if the item is nearing expiration.
Editors deliver to the bureau publication an HTML object suitable for inclusion on
their web page. (The “Stand-alone badge” button on the Submit Page might help.)
Editors place and remove the items in the slot list.
The Submit Page creates the HTML code for placing a ticket window on you web
page. This is to be done by a programmer. (Include the logo.)

Podcasts

Clean Ticket Podcasts have many advantages. Extra miscellaneous things relevant
to the main show can appear on or beside it, and play when clicked. These extra
content items, called "Pods", are easy to add, as time and circumstance allow.
Pods enhance the story. For example, a Podcast of a vacation can have maps,
recordings, snapshots . . . all manner of useful and entertaining souvenirs and practical
tips. Another example: As the speaker in an interview refers to a document, the
document will appear in a square superimposed on or beside the video. Readers can
pause to read the document, or download it with a click.
The podcast editor itself is "the Clean Machine". It can be obtained from a bureau's
Home Page button, or a stand-alone version can be downloaded from ctpods.com.
The program opens to the PODCAST LIBRARY, which shows the past podcasts you
have created. Each has a small picture, name and
short description. The "Featured" button is on if the
show is ready to be shown; leave it off for a work in
progress.
The price is usually zero, but you can set a price if
you want. Perhaps more likely than a sale, content
creators can benefit when readers are inspired to
make a gratuity payment. Using a Clean Ticket like a
gift card, they can make small, one-time contributions as they choose. For someone
who'd just like to leave a tip, this is much easier than committing to a long-term
subscription.
Podcasts can be offered in an EXT type ticket window. EXT's do not have provision
for price tags or gratuities, but podcasts contain their own version of these capabilities.
The same is true for Uprights; podcasts can be offered as Upright content also.
The Create Podcast panel is on the Podcast Library page. Upload the file that is the
"MAIN SHOW"; the pods will appear on or beside it. Select a "pods" button to go to the
podcast editor ("CMPE").

The Clean Machine Podcast Editor

There are five basic parts to the CMPE. Using the CREATE MEDIA panel, upload
content items from your device to the MEDIA LIBRARY section. Give each an image and
/ or a short text to identify it. Each of these items has a layer drop-down menu to move
it to the LAYER MEDIA section. There are eight layers, named "a" through "h", with layer
"h" in front of layer "go" and etc. Each layer can have up to nine items, called "Pods",
which are named "1" through "9". The pod numbers in the Layer Media section.
8
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Above the Layer Media section is the "STAGE",
where you can see what the finished product looks
like. Above the Stage are the TIMELINES, which set the
start time and duration for each pod. These horizontal
lines show when pods will appear, and for how long.
Fat lines for video, thin lines for audio.
Use the FOCUS bar to select a layer and view its
pods in the Layer Media section, the timelines, and on
the Stage. (The "Show All" button shows all the
timelines.) Notice there is a pair of buttons at the top
of each Layer Media pod that can set the start or end of it to be a fade or a cut.
To move a content item from the Layer Media to a timeline, first set the desired start
time of the pod using the "Vertical Timeline". This line crosses all the colored timelines,
and indicates which pods are being viewed. As the show plays, the Vertical Timeline
remains fixed in place, and the colored timelines move beneath it. To edit a pod, use
"FOCUS" to make its layer current, and then click the pod to make it current too.
Use the DURATION panel to place the current pod in the timeline. (It is more
pleasant for the user to have a few fixed-length durations for the pods.) Or click ‘INF",
and the pod remains active for the rest of the show.
The "Clear Pod" button removes a pod from a timeline. If there is no current pod, it
reads, "Erase Layer".
A pod's location on the stage and approximate size is determined by a rectangle
which has the same color as the timeline, and states the layer's name. These can be
moved and resized. Use the "Preview" button to show or hide the rectangles, and the
“Focus” button to edit one of them.
You won't want to display all the layers at once, so click the letter name of a
timeline you're not working on, and it will be moved to the "Shelf". Click the name again
to show it with the others.
Three of the layers, "x", "y", and "z", are for subtitles. Our program enables you to
prepare dialogue as subtitles in a foreign language. Your potential audience is thereby
greatly expanded.
For more instructions about the Podcast Editor and Super Ticket Window, please see
the documentation at ctpods.com. The Podcast Editor can work on its own, or as part
of the bureau interface. It's the same program either way.

Product Sales Report

The Home Page has a third row of buttons. It appears only when the current desk is
the FRONT DESK. They are: PRODUCT SALES, FLIP PAGES/SINGLE COPY and FAVORED
PUBLICATIONS. The fourth box is the Managing Editor's sign-in (described separately).
The Product Sales Report shows, for the week, the Start Page sales, syndication
sales, and gratuities for each badge that
was in use. Start Page sales come in pairs,
for cash or credit, but only the cash is
included for bureau payment. Subsequent
debit payments are added to the next
month. A click count, debit or credit, is kept
for the current period.

Vending Machines
A single edition is produced in electronic form and sold or distributed using a badge
that appears on the Home Page grid with a 7-sided polygon (heptagon). These are
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like vending machines, or newspaper stands. They put multiple editions of your
product in front of the customer, instead of only the most recent one.
On rollover, a graphic (loaded from Admin Panel) can show your contact
information and frequently asked questions.
A particular edition (or any other kind of content) is displayed on a "tray"
inside a ticket window, and its content is downloaded with a click. The
content of the tray may be free or paid. If there is a big price tag on the right
side, that price buys all the content trays. Your purchase appears in your Ticket Report.
Note that content items cannot be charged if they are already in the Ticket Report.
Closeups can appear for tray rollovers.
Multiple editions are made available in this way. This is better than presenting your
product only when it first comes out. Each tray has two prices, the second one with a
date, the date it is activated. This is so periodicals can offer past issues at a lower price
than the most recent edition.
The number of trays (“editions”)
displayed by the vending machine is
adjustable. Click a line and see the
preview.
"FLIP Pages" is a design technique for
interactive aspects. For the single copy
(PDF) or Flip-Page version, the editor
provides: a publication date, file type,
edition name (its date), thumbnail
image, and price tag.

Favored Publications
Another button for Syndication, FAVORED PUBLICATIONS, is available from the Front
Desk Home Page. Add a bureau to this "favored group" to include it in your Start Page
drop-down menu. Having rived at a new bureau this way, the user may decide to
explore in turn, its drop-down menu, and so on.
The same bureau can belong to more than one Favored Publication Group, or to
none. Participation is by invitation only.
Favored Publications are expected to help each other with the task of censorship,
as may be needed to uphold the standards they share.

Part 3, Badge Edit

The complications of composing ticket
window previews, and scheduling them to be
on line, are handled by Badge Edit Page. The
badge and spot appear on top. If the badge is not now online, the spot reads, "000".
After selecting a badge on the Home Page, you have the choice of ARTICLE, EXT,
or VEND. This is for the three different versions of Badge Edit. We will first describe,
"Article".
The ticket window may still have content from its previous use. Click the CLEAR
button to prepare a new ticket window. Click REVERT to undo changes you want to
take back, and HOME to return to the Home Page without saving any changes. The
Submit Page schedules a badge to go online, or to be taken offline. It exits to the Desk
Report with the latest entry on top. The Submit Page can also put a badge on HOLD,
returning to Badge Edit with editing preserved. Choose a PRICE TAG consistent with
your publication's practices. Or choose the "download" price tag, which means no
charge.
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If your publication uses free tickets, select either
"OK-FRE" or "P.T.O." The usual setting is OK-FRE, which
means either a Day Pass or paid ticket can download it.
P.T.O means "paid ticket only".
If what the customer is buying includes advertising
other than self-promotion (house ads), you are required by contract to place the
notification "w/adv" in the ticket window, and the button here accomplishes this.
Clean Tickets provide for readers to leave a tip for the person(s) who prepared and
created the content. Select the GRATUITY BUTTON for the current badge to be "On" or
"Off". (Gratuities must also be activated in Admin Panel.) Only make the appeal for
gratuity when the product deserves it.
All badges need a short and long badge title. Since the short title is automatically
copied from the long title, it has a TRIM button which cuts off stray characters at its end.
The PUBLICATION DATE field appears at the top of purchased content. You can
enter any text here. Monthly publications may wish to enter only a month and year. Or
leave it blank, and the date it goes online will appear. Badge Edit CLEAR does not clear
this field.
Experiment with the controls near the badge edit
preview window to adjust its appearance. (Font
design is by the Managing Editor.)

EXT

EXT (external) type ticket windows are simply a
link to a web page the editor finds of interest. They do
not have price tags because they are always free (at
least on the Clean Ticket platform). They don't have
gratuities. Podcasts can be offered with an EXT
window, and podcasts can include the gratuity interface.
The EXT version of Badge Edit has a new field, the "EXT" field, for editors to enter the
URL of the link. There is a "CLEAR" button for this field, and if there is no link, leave
"CLEAR: checked. If the URL is not valid, the user will see the error message put up by
his browser.
The price drop-down and the OK/FRE button are absent. The lower half of the B.E.
page does not appear. The Submit Page is, however, unchanged. Podcasts can be
offered as EXT content.
An EXT type ticket window has the selection of sizes, selectable color themes, a
sequence number, and a spot number. It also has a thin line at the bottom, which
shows the badge and spot. An EXT without a link functions as a simple display on the
Start Page. It could be put to use like a section title card (described below), advertising,
or short editorial content. It does not need an "w/adv" button.
Although a signed-in ticket code is not required, without one, there will be no entry
in the Ticket Report. But EXT's have an entry on the Location and Sequence reports.
For EXT's with a link, a click count is recorded,

Main Box

Next, let's scroll down the page (or use the big arrow) to Main Box, where the story
text will be entered. Select a file for the "LOAD FROM FILE" button, or use cut-and-paste.
On MAIN, select the INDENT button for paragraph indents. Select one or two
columns. Apply the typographical icons to selected text. The font size is not among
them because the customer chooses this.
From Main Box, select some text, and the COPY AS PREVIEW TEXT button appears.
Click it, and the selected text copies to the Preview Box, above. Select some other text
in Main Box, and the Copy as Preview Head button will copy it to the preview box
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headline.
Above the Preview Box, click the "Head to Title" button. The preview box headline is
copied to the badge title field and to the story head (above Main Box). Also, the first
twenty characters of the badge title is copied as the "short badge title". A "TRIM" button
assists the editing of the short title.
This is the quick way of filling these text fields. Then edit them individually as desired.

Preview Box

"Preview Box" is another name for "ticket window", except it's on Badge Edit. The
vertical spacing of the PREVIEW HEAD and PREVIEW BODY copy are adjustable, but
only by the Managing Editor, as are certain other design aspects.
Select black, red or blue as a color for the story head. Set TEXT FADE for "yes" or "no".
Select TEXT ONLY to omit or include the little picture.
Select "Load from File" to load the whole Preview box
as a single graphic. "Head to Title" copies the preview
head as a long badge title.
Also here is a field for numbers from ^2 to ^699, the
SEQUENCE NUMBERS. For easy recognition, section
numbers appear with a caret (^) character. They
determine the order that ticket windows appear on
the Start Page, and place the Start Page content in
SECTIONS. Sections have their own Start Page Title Cards. (Title Cards are created by
the Managing Editor.)
For example, if there is a section three, and you want to put this badge in it, give it
a sequence number from ^301 to ^399. (No harm is done if two ticket windows have
the same sequence number.) Ticket windows have choice of five sizes. Use the button
to right of the preview box. Also, a headline can be set here to scroll horizontally, or be
centered in the preview box.
There are three color schemes (created by the Managing Editor): Regular (REG),
Alternate (ALT) and Special (SPC). Use them according to your bureau's style. There is
also a dark-screen or light-screen design, but that's something the customer selects.

Picture Library

Click "PICTURE LIBRARY" to select, crop and place photos (or any art work).
It's a floating window with three main areas. At the top is the "REEL" of available
pictures. Below that appears the picture you have selected from the reel. Use IMPORT
PICTURES to bring pictures from other badges into your reel. Upload a single picture
using the "ADD PICTURE" icon. NOTE: Pictures already in your reel are not imported.
Advertising can also be placed in the picture library. If so, editors must use the
"w/adv" button.
The area to the left is controlled by
menus. Initially, the "Librarian" menu.
With a picture selected, click
"Placements" to put it as "Picture #1" (at
the top of the story), "Picture #2" (at the
bottom of the story), or "Little Picture",
(the picture in the preview box.)
You can also use "GRID" to place
multiple pictures in the same picture
space.
Captions for Pictures #1 and #2 are entered with the CAP button (in the middle
area of badge edit). Also here are buttons to place a slide show or video in the place
of pictures #1 or #2 for online presentation. Printed, only the still picture, if present, is
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used.
Pictures can also be placed in between any paragraphs of the story. From the
Librarian Menu, click "Placements" and then "Nested Pictures". Drag a picture to a
place between paragraphs.

Slide Show

Click EDIT REPRINT REEL to compose a slide
show, which users can download. All the
pictures in your reel can appear. Turn them off or
back on by clicking them, and drag to arrange
their order. The slide show appears in either
Picture Box #1 or #2. (A still picture is used for
printing.)
Remember that the slide show must be
turned on with the button (after using "CAP"). This way, you can edit the Reprint Reel
before it goes online.
Click "Import Pictures" to copy to this badge pictures from other desks or sections.
NOTE: Pictures already on this badge are not shown in the list of available pictures.

Audio / Video

Click the A/V BUTTON, and the bottom part of the Badge Edit Page changes to
accommodate audio or video recordings. Customers see or hear a short excerpt, the
"clip", in the little picture of a ticket window.
After loading a video file, use the controls to set exact points for the start and end
of the clip. It plays on the Start Page on rollover, or when the ticket window reaches the
top of the Start Page. NOTE: audio only plays the first time this happens.
The familiar video controls appear below the screen. The buttons duplicate these
functions, but with greater accuracy.
A number of short text descriptions, the "A/V Indicators", appear at the bottom of
the A/V interface. Select one or more of them to further describe the content.. They
appear on Start Page rollover.
There is a blank text input box that will place a short text below the ticket window
(like an A/V Indicator).

English / Spanish

Select the "text+pictures" button to again display Main Box, and "English" to display
English text. Select the "Spanish" button to display the Spanish version, if any. Select the
TRANSLATE TO SPANISH button to put a machine translation of the English text on the
Spanish side. Notice that the text box borders
change from blue to red.
Human translation will always be superior to
machine translation. But the "Translate to Spanish"
button will overwrite all the Spanish text fields with
its translation of whatever is in the English text
fields.
If the English field is blank, the Spanish field is
erased. This is why the WRITE PROTECT button is
needed. It also causes a warning message if the
Badge Edit Clear button is pressed. "Write Protect"
does not prevent normal editing.
Another switch, the "Disclaimer", gives notice, at the end of purchased text, when
Spanish has been produced by mechanical means. Turn this off if the Spanish was
produced or edited by a human. Setting the write protect to on also turns this off.
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If you are a Spanish Speaker in the first place, clear a badge and enter its content
to the Spanish side (in Spanish). Then press the TRANSLATE button to automatically
translate your Spanish to English, which will appear on the English side.
REMEMBER: The Spanish version will not be available to the customer unless the S/E
Button is set to "on". If the Spanish version is not ready to go online, leave the S/E button
"off".

Bonus Values

"PEN" is for an extra file, such as a PDF format file. A "ZIP" file contains a folder (a
group of files). To obtain an individual item, the customer extracts the contents with the
browser. With "English" selected, click PEN and/or ZIP to upload the bonus content.
On rollover, bonus value filenames appear along with the A/V Indicators, if any. The
thin line also notes their presence. Editors can give more description in the preview text.
For bonus content that is not ready for the customer, use the "on/off" buttons
provided. Note that bonus content is not cleared by Badge Edit's "Clear" (they have
separate clears). In this way, media and photos can be stored for later use. Editors
may wish to keep a notebook showing which badges have what reusable content. The
All Desks Report will be helpful for this.

Submit Page

The last step is to click the Badge Edit SUBMIT button. It shows the finished ticket
window, the thin line, and run dates. Action is taken when the Submit Page's Submit
button is clicked. With the CAL button set, calendar pop-ups appear for the start and
expire RUN DATES. Or select "T.F.", which means there is no expire date (‘till forbid). The
start date cannot be sooner than tomorrow (after Day Pass).
Click "RETURN" to return to Badge Edit and continue editing. With "RUN" selected,
click the SUBMIT PAGE's SUBMIT button. With CAL selected, the badge will go online on
the specified date, at day pass time. But with NOW selected, it will go online
immediately.
If HOLD is selected, the submitted badge will be kept on the desk for later use. The
spot number is set to 000. Even if a badge
is scheduled to go online, it only gets a
spot number when it actually does so.
If RUN and OFF (offline) are checked,
the badge is immediately taken off line, and if scheduled for the future, removed from
the schedule. However, it remains on the desk as a blue badge with a spot of "000".
A button on the Submit Page creates the necessary program lines on the clipboard.
A programmer can insert these lines into your code, and remove them when obsolete.
The bureau cost is the same whether both a stand-alone and Start Page version
appear, or only one of them.
The Stand-alone badges button is on the Submit Page creates the necessary
program lines on the clipboard. A programmer can
insert these lines into your code, and remove them
when obsolete. The bureau cost is the same whether
both a stand-alone and Start Page version appear,
or only one of them.
An ALERT BOX on the Submit page shows
warnings if aspects of the ticket window seem in
error. For example, leaving the title blank is an error,
and will prevent a badge from going online. After
submitting, you are taken to the Desk Report, which
shows your transaction on the top line.
14
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It's advisable to save the original version of online text, pictures and media in case
you need it again.

Day Pass Time

A Clean Ticket "week" starts and ends on Tuesday. The time on Tuesday varies by
publication; a time of 9:00 am is used here for illustration. This means that Tuesday
before 9:00 am is still "Monday"! At least for Clean Ticket reports. Ticket Windows
scheduled by a calendar date go on or off line at Day Pass time.
Since new editorial will tend to appear at this time, why have that happen at
midnight?
Your publication's Day Pass Time appears on the Sign-in Page. It should never be
changed. Day Pass Time is like when, for printed publications, the press began running..

Free Tickets

There are two types – a "Day Pass" free ticket gives free access to paid ticket
windows starting and ending on particular days of the week or month. A "Season Pass"
free ticket appears in the print publication and gives free access to paid ticket windows
that are not marked, "P.T.O" (which stands for "Paid Ticket Only").
These tickets are set up in the Admin Panel. A Season Pass code must be set by
Clean Ticket Company; it should only rarely be changed. Do not use both Day Pass and
Season Pass at once.

Things to Know

The Clean Ticket: it's simple, fast and fun to use! Ours is a cloud program – there's
no software for you to install or maintain. But there are some facts you must know. The
Home Page includes links to all bureaus. But make note of the URL addresses. Make a
copy of this page, and keep it safe and sound.
To illustrate, our home page is CleanTicketCompany, and its prefix "a2z".
Your bureau prefix is: ________
Editor access is by a secret URL which leads to the Signin Page, and from there to the Home Page.
Your Editors' Sign-in page is:
_________________________________
The customers' Start Page for your publication is:
_________________________________
Here are some pins that may be set as initial values: The Managing Editor's pin:
1234. The Front Desk pin: 1492. The other desks, like D3, Main Desk, might not have pins
at all; just click the label.
The Administrator names the desks; desks with no name are inactive and can't be
used.
Level 2 passwords should never be recorded digitally – use only hand-written
notes. And don't leave them in plain sight.
Desk names
Level 1
Level 2
D2 ______________________
_______
_______
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D3 ______________________
D4 ______________________
D5 ______________________
D6 ______________________

_______
_______
_______
_______

_______
_______
_______
_______

Codes of Conduct
The Clean Ticket Company and its clients share a fundamental interest: our
customers. In joining our network, you agree to follow these codes of conduct:
1. NO TRICKS. The customer must never be tricked or mislead. Descriptions of
content for sale are honest and straight-forward. In the event of an online sale where
the preview doesn't match the content, your publication assumes the responsibility for
compensating the customer. (Our $1 tickets are designed with this in mind.)
2. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. Clean Ticket content must be completely and immediately
delivered to the customer. No further demands shall be made of the customer after the
purchase price has been paid. There are no subscriber discounts for Clean Ticket
content. Having ticket windows inside bureau ticket windows is not allowed.
3. ADS DISCLOSED. If the purchased content contains advertising (other than
self-promotion), the characters, "w/adv" must appear in the ticket window. A switch is
provided for this purpose to editors who prepare ticket windows.
4. LOGO REQUIRED. The Clean Ticket logo, which links as a button to: the bureau
Start Page, or to the home page of an associated site, must appear on the client's
home page, associated sites including Stand-alone Uprights, on the paper tickets, and
on advertisements.
5. ADULT CONTENT. Clients are prohibited from offering content of an adult nature.
6. REPUGNANT CONTENT: That which is repugnant in word or deed to the Clean
Ticket Company, or to those designated to act in its stead, is prohibited.
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